
SUCCESS STORY

NURSES NOW
NURSING AGENCY

How Time-to-Bill 
Was Transformed 
With Expedo 

NURSES NOW AT A GLANCE

A family owned and operated 

Australian nursing agency providing 

24-hour on-call staff to those in need 

across aged care, acute care and 

disability support services.

OVERVIEW

Nurses Now was using an antiquated paper-based 

system of written timesheets to both bill and 

track nurses’ activity. In addition, their accounting 

software was unable to support key variables such 

as pay rate per site, per client, nurses’ professional 

level and time of day worked. 

“Nurses Now’s growth hasn’t 

come without its challenges. 

It’s taken hard work combined 

with an investment in 

technology to transform our 

operations. EPG’s guidance 

and continued support since 

our early beginnings has 

provided better efficiency 

around servicing clients 

and our most vulnerable 

communities.” 
Grant Pericleous, Chief Executive Officer, Nurses Now
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Implementing our 

timesheet to bill 

technology has 

streamlined what 

was previously a 

complicated payroll 

and invoicing 

workflow and brought 

a new level of 

efficiency to Nurses 

Now’s operations.” 

“

expedo.co

EXPEDO FEATURES USED

88% improvement 
in timesheet to  
bill workflows

Elimination  
of email processes

275% growth
through improved 
efficiencies

RESULTS

APPROACH 

Using technology to transform

• Laying the groundwork: EPG have been managing 
Nurses Now’s Payroll since 2009, which initially 
included processing paper timesheets and manually 
creating and sending client invoices

• Investing in technology: Nurses Now then invested 
in their own timesheet software as the first step 
away from paper processes, towards a tech-driven 
process improvement around their Payroll

• Streamline timesheets and billing: In 2019, Nurses 
Now adopted Expedo’s Time-to-bill technology, 
further enhancing their workflows. Timesheet data 
is uploaded into an environment where all pay and 
charge rates have been pre-defined. The data import 
automatically calculates the Payroll for Nurses  
Now’s employees and simultaneously creates their 
client invoices.

• Smart integration: Previously, Nurses Now spent 
hours each week manually uploading invoices into 
MYOB. But with Expedo Time-to-bill, once Payroll 
and invoices are approved by Nurses Now, EPG 
imports invoices directly into Nurses Now’s MYOB. 
This seamless integration allows them to release 
client invoices direct, thus eliminating email.


